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Principal’s Foreword
In 2015, Fuchun Primary turns 30. It is indeed a special and exciting year for Fuchunians as we celebrate a meaningful
moment in our journey as a school.
Our school was established on 2 January 1985 at 29 Woodlands Centre Road. At its official opening in 1987, the school
had an enrolment of about 1200 pupils and 37 classes. As the school gained popularity, in 2006, it moved to its current
premises with the physical infrastructure to cater to the growing intake of pupils.
Since the days of its establishment, the school’s guiding principle of “Everything we do, we do for the pupils” remains
steadfast. Till today, Fuchun Primary is still a sought-after school in the Woodlands neighbourhood for its vibrant learning
environment and caring culture. It is also known for its aesthetics education especially in music, and is the Centre of
Learning for Music in the North 7 Cluster of Schools.
The school’s caring culture is built upon the commitment of a staff energized by a strong sense of camaraderie and
collaboration. As we celebrate our 30th anniversary, we would like to extend our appreciation to our pioneer staff
members who played a pivotal role in building the school. In fact, four staff members who joined the school since its official
opening in 1987 are still part of our staff today. They are our teachers, Mr Krishnan Nair, Mdm Minjit Kaur and Mrs Tan Yit
Mei; and our Operations Support Officer, Mdm Ong Shek Wen. Thank you for your years of dedication to the school!
A special feature of our celebration this
year was visiting our first Principal, Mrs
Chan Lay Kheng at her residence. Mrs
Chan was principal of Fuchun Primary
from 1985 to 1991. When the school
first started, in addition to the Primary
One intake, pupils from other schools
were also enrolled into the school at
different levels. Through the hard work
of our pioneer staff members and with
the stewardship of Mrs Chan, a
committed school leader, a holistic
education was provided for the pupils.
During the visit, Mrs Chan shared her
strong belief in character education and
From left: Mrs Yap, Mrs Chan. Nicole Sim
(P5E) – Head Prefect and
stressed the importance for Fuchun
Devi Harshita (P6E) - Prefect
Primary to continue to impart values
to our pupils. Mrs Chan’s wish for our
Fuchunians today is to grow up to be caring citizens who contribute towards the society. She encouraged Fuchunians to be
diligent in acquiring life skills such as basic home skills taught in our school, so that they can become responsible individuals
who use their skills to contribute towards their family and the society.
As a gesture of our appreciation to Mrs Chan, we presented her with a piece of artwork created by Ong Ding Xi Dilys
from P1H entitled “Rainbow Castle”. We thank Mrs Chan for laying the foundation in educating generations of caring and
thinking Fuchunians. Our school motto, Ever Onward, mooted by Mrs Chan and the teachers in 1985 will continue to
inspire Fuchunians to strive towards becoming concerned leaders and lifelong learners.
2015 is a wonderful opportunity for us to look back on how far we have come together as a school. But turning 30 is as
much about looking forward as it is about looking back. Just as the achievements of our pioneers and fellow Fuchunians
in the last 30 years fill us with pride, I certainly hope we will all look towards the coming years with a sense of promise
and possibility.
Ever Onward!
Mrs Yap Dai Jee
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A walk down memory lane …

The former building which still stands at Woodlands Centre Road.
The school started on 2 January 1985 with
an enrolment of 1200 pupils.

Our Fuchunians actively learning

Confident performers
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In Memory of Mr Lee Kuan Yew

Our staff and pupils at the Parliament House

Our pupils’ tribute to Mr Lee

Bronze Award for The North West
Outstanding School Partner Award 2015
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23 March this year was indeed a solemn day for Singapore as we mourned the loss of our first Prime
Minister, Mr Lee Kuan Yew. At Fuchun, while some of the pupils and staff remembered and honoured
our founding father by paying their last respects to Mr Lee at the Parliament House, others penned
down their appreciation via thank-you notes to Mr Lee for his dedication and contribution to modern
Singapore. The pupils’ messages and notes were displayed at the community tribute site at Woodlands
Civic Centre.

This year, we are proud to have received the Bronze Award for the North West Outstanding School Partner
Award 2015. This award is given annually to schools in recognition of their invaluable contribution to the
community and support for the North West CDC. Two of our former pupils, Angell Wu Jia Li and Long Yi Xuan
of P6E (2014) also received the North West CDC’s Outstanding All-Rounder Student Award given in recognition
of students who have achieved good academic results and are active in CCA, community service and student
leadership.These awards are indeed testimony of the strong engagement between the school and the community.
Well done, Fuchun!

Our Ex-Fuchunians have indeed done us proud!
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!
Way to go, Fuchun

Fuchun Caring Week
Fuchun Caring Week, an annual event, encourages our pupils to show care for others in the
community. Food items and daily necessities collected from the pupils and their families were
donated to the Metta Home, Sree Narayana Mission, Mun Fatt Tong Nursing Home and Pertapis
Home. Primary 5 pupils, tasked to sort and distribute the donated items to the various homes,
contributed their time and effort enthusiastically and responsibly. We are indeed heartened by
everyone’s effort in showing care and concern for others.
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Many hands make light work!

Here, let us help!

Fuchun Play Day

Our annual Fuchun Play Day was held on 13 February 2015. 804 pupils from primary 4, 5 and 6 gave their all
to compete in inter-class competitions in Captain’s Ball, Handball and Ultimate Frisbee respectively. In addition,
many of the pupils also participated in the challenging Orienteering contest and the fun-filled Telematches.
Although the competition was tough, pupils were constantly reminded to play fair and show respect for their
opponents. This year, on top of the exciting Teachers-versus-Pupils games, some parent volunteers also joined
in the fun to compete against our pupils.
The guest-of-honour for the event was Mr Edmund Lau, an ex-Fuchunian. Mr Lau shared about the holistic
education that he had received when he was a pupil in Fuchun Primary about ten years ago and how it has
impacted his life as a young adult now.
Another highlight of the day was the ever-popular Milo-van.
Everyone enjoyed the cool and refreshing thirst quencher!

Cheering our friends on!

Fierce competition!

Fuchun Play Day rocks!

e of Frisbee
Teachers versus Pupils in a friendly gam
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Our collaboration with the Singapore American School (SAS) first
took root in 2011. The positive experiences of the pupils and teachers
have encouraged us to continue with the partnership through the
years. This year, five Primary 1 classes had the opportunity to mingle
with the international pupils from SAS, sharing with one another our
cultures and practices. Through the activities designed by teachers of
both schools, the pupils learnt to develop a sense of national identify.
They played traditional games like ‘pick-up-sticks’ and ‘kuti-kuti’ as well
as made new friends in the process. The SAS pupils even taught our
Fuchunians how to create i-movies to capture the time they spent
together. Everyone certainly had a wonderful time! We look forward
to more partnership opportunities with SAS!

Glued to the screen!

Our pupils and their SAS buddies
working on their i-movies

Learning to bead with their SAS buddies

Odyssey of the Mind (OM) Competition
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SAS-FCP Collaboration 2015

7 pupils from Primary 4 and 5 participated in the annual Odyssey of the Mind (OM) Competition held on
10 and 11 April 2015 at the Anglo-Chinese School (Independent). The competition is an excellent platform
for our pupils to develop and demonstrate
confidence and creativity. We are proud to
announce that our OM Team achieved third for
our drama performance and fourth in overall
placing.
What does Pandora’s box, an artefact in a
Greek mythology, have to do with a video game?
To many people, no similarities can be found.
However, our OM team used our creativity
to put up video game spin on the story of
Pandora’s Box during their drama performance
on 11 April 2015.

The 2015 OM team looking happy and contented after our Spontaneous
Questioning round on 10 April 2015.

In the game, the gamer character had to try
his best to defeat the three evils, Greed, Plague
and Death which Pandora had released into the
world.
Look out for our ‘live’ performance during one
of the assembly sessions in Semester 2!

Introducing… the Potato family together with the evils of the world!
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P5 camp
The P5 CAMP is here again! This year the 2-Day-1-Night camp was
held at Terror Sea Scout Campsite in Sembawang. Guided by the
theme “I A.M WE A.R.E”, the camp offered opportunities for the
pupils to discover and develop themselves as leaders and shining
individuals.The pupils also strengthened camaraderie amongst their
classmates and fostered the spirit of teamwork.
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Keep it up! Keep the ball up!

The highlight of the camp was the Nature Rumble! Every participant
gamely braved the slippery slopes, mud and clinging vegetation,
and emerged from the challenge in high spirits! Our pupils indeed
demonstrated confidence and resilience in this activity. Care was
also evident when pupils encouraged each other on in completing
the activity. We are proud of you, Fuchunians!
The P5 camp was a roaring success as the pupils had tremendous
fun and learned values that will stay with them throughout
their lives.

Tent ahoy mates!

Steady! Steady! Almost!

Nature is so wonderful!!

Nature Rumble Fun!

The Making of Leaders… continued
On 24 and 26 March, our P4 pupils participated in the Personal Leadership
Training programme, building on the foundation skills which they had
acquired last year.
This year, personal leadership in the pupils is strengthened when they learnt
about management of their learning and what contributes to building a
good team. In the process, the pupils discovered their specific personal
learning styles and also experienced the challenges involved in setting
common goals.

at they have learnt
Our pupils putting wh ctice
into pra

Through such programmes, we strive to develop leadership traits and
achieve our vision of “A Concerned Leader, A Lifelong Learner”.

Lecture on one of the study techniques that can help pupils
in their learning

Complementing one another to achieve the goals!
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Girls in action during the competition

Basketball

Looking for an outlet pass!

Boys Badminton School team 2015

Table Tennis

fidently!
I can play against my teacher con

Football

Our senior boys doing their warm-up exercise

Brownies

Inter-school Camp activities during the March holidays
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Badminton

Hey, boys! Listen up!

Scouts

Urban Hike 2015
The boys before the hike. It may be their first but they are learning
how to do it step by step with confidence!

Art Club
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Art making hones our motor skills

Presenting the white swan!

Green Club

Green Club members decorating the SG50
Captain Green figurine at the
“My Captain Green” Competition

ICT
Green Club members posing with
Captain Green – Mascot for Youth for
The Environment Day – at the
“My Captain Green” Competition
held on 16 April 2015”

P2 ICT Club members practising their touch-typing skills

Library

Librarians enthralled with stor ygam
i!

Learning journey to Woodlands Regional Library
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Brass Band members and teachers, with alumni members who came back specially to assist the
brass band on concert day

Brass Band pupils in action during the Fuchun Brass Band & NIE Celebrate SG50 concert on 11 April 2015

International Dance

Acrobatic moves performed by our talented dancers
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the camera before
Our vibrant dancers posing happily for
their performance
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Brass Band

Choir
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The choir girls warming up their vocal chords

Guitar Ensemble

The P3 junior Guitar Ensem
ble memb
by responding to the instruc ers honing their listening skills
tor playing the chords

A P3 member coaching another member during the
ensemble practice

P6 Guitar Ensemble members performing a lively piece for the Chinese New Year Concert

String

In harmony

Our juniors playing the violin melodiously
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Integrating English writing with Home Skills lessons, the Primary 1 pupils had an enjoyable time making
butter and honey sandwich. The pre-writing experience was a follow-up activity to reading the big book,
“The Hungry Giant”. Besides learning about the various ingredients used for making the different types
of sandwiches, the pupils also recalled the steps taken for the Class Writing. The pupils also wrote their
group and individual
stories about their
favourite sandwiches.
The pupils and teachers
had lots of fun through
the authentic and
engaging lessons.

Pupils listening attentively to learn how to
prepare a sandwich

Pupils reading their Class Writing about their
sandwich-making experience

Busy preparing the butter and
honey sandwich

The young chefs with their butter and honey sandwich.Yummy!

P2 Chinese Culture Camp 2015
120 Primary 2 pupils who offer Chinese Language as a second language
participated in a Chinese Cultural Camp, “I love Chinese Language”
on 16 March 2015. The day-camp is aimed at providing authentic
situations for pupils to use the Chinese Language and experience
the uniqueness of the Chinese culture through hands-on activities,
such as making of Chinese zodiac puppets and opera mask painting.
Judging from the excited laughter and happy faces, it was obvious that
the pupils had an enriching language and cultural experience.
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P1 Home Skills Lesson

Pupils listening eagerly as they are introduced to
Peking Opera

What a beautifully-colo
ured

Opera Mask!

Look at us! Don’t our masks look fierce?
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Mother Tongue Language Fortnight
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For the MTL Fortnight which ran from 23 March to 2
April this year, the Malay department organised a Dikir
Barat and Syair workshop for the Primary 3 and 5 pupils.
Language competitions for the various levels were also
held. These activities which include singing, story-telling
and poetry recitation, aim to provide pupils with the
opportunities to experience the rich Malay culture and
develop a love for the Malay Language.
Winners of the P1 Singing competition

Pupils playing a traditional game called ‘Kabadi’

Story-telling and Character Parade competitions

The Tamil department also had a host of activities
planned for the pupils. They include playing
traditional games and learning to be journalists.
The highlight of the fortnight was getting a chance
to be up-close and personal with the cast of
‘Vikramathitan drama’. The pupils and teachers
enjoyed the show tremendously!

Posing for a photo with the cast of Vikramathitan drama

Cyber Wellness Week and IDA Lab on
Wheels Bus Visit

P4 pupils learning how to create a game application using
Microsoft Kodu software during the IDA Lab on Wheels
visit to Fuchun Primary on 20 & 21 April 2015

This year’s Cyber Wellness Week was held from the 20 to 22
April 2015. Over the three days, our P3 to P6 Cyber Wellness
monitors, guided by their Cyber Wellness teachers, promoted
the safe and responsible use of technology amongst their peers
and juniors.
During the event, our Cyber Wellness monitors spoke on
various Cyber Wellness topics and facilitated conversation
and discussion on Cyber Wellness issues through the C-Quest
mobile game application newly-developed by the Ministry of
Education.
Cyber Wellness week also saw a special guest – the IDA Lab
on Wheels. The bus, provided by the Infocomm Development
Authority (IDA) of Singapore,showcased interesting technologies
such as game coding and 3D design and printing.

Our dedicated Cyber Wellness monitors sharing the
importance of online safety with their peers and juniors
in the school canteen during their recesses

The week-long Cyber Wellness event has driven home the
message that everyone can play a part to promote responsible
digital citizenship and make a positive difference in the digital
world.
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Shadow Puppet Performance 2015: Pinocchio

The performance which aims to inculcate an
interest in understanding the Chinese Language
and to enhance the cultural exposure of our pupils
was fully funded using the Cultural Performance
Exposure Scheme (CPES).
Pupils’ reflections after the performance

The clever use of real-life human action, shadow
puppet and life-size puppet manipulation
brings a fresh adaptation to the classic Italian
folktale; replete with Pinocchio’s adventures and
misadventures.
Learning points are cleverly intertwined in the
show as pupils enjoyed the performance. At the
end of the day, pupils understand that honesty is
the best policy.

Pupils waiting enthusiastically for the show to commence

P4 Learning Journey to Singapore
Arts Museum
Aimed at nurturing an appreciation for the
arts, our P4 pupils were taken on a learning
journey to the Singapore Arts Museum (SAM).
Facilitated by the art and social studies teachers,
the pupils learnt how to appreciate the artworks
created by local and foreign artists through art
discussions, as well as how Singapore journeyed
from the past to the present in the exhibition
“Once upon this island”.
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On 6 April 2015, the Primary 3 pupils offering
Chinese Language as their Mother Tongue were
treated to an eye-catching performance at the
Biopolis Matrix Auditorium. They were there to
watch a shadow puppet show titled Pinocchio.

New Stage in Canteen
The canteen is filled with melodious singing accompanied
by rhythmic beats. It’s Art Jam time again! This time on a
brand new mini-stage in the canteen! With the intention of
providing more opportunities for our pupils to demonstrate
Skills, Knowledge and Imagination as a Performer (SKIP),
the more spacious and beautifully-designed stage would be
the perfect venue to hold our performances. Let our pupils
shine through music!
Welcome to our bigger, brighter and better mini-stage!
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Fuchun Brass Band and NIE Winds
Celebrate SG50 and FCP30
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In joint celebration of SG50 and FCP30 this year, our Brass Band members had the honour of
collaborating with National Institute of Education (NIE) Winds to put up a concert on 11 April, Saturday at
5.00 p.m. in our school hall. This is an extension of our partnership with NIE and Dr Leonard Tan (Assistant
Professor of NIE). This concert was a first-time-ever collaboration with a primary school band for NIE
Winds. Our pupils had the opportunity to learn from the NIE band members, picking up invaluable tips
to improve their skills and techniques. On the concert day, our pupils exuded confidence and performed
brilliantly. Together with the NIE Winds members, they brought to life beautiful renditions of local
compositions such as Kopi-O, Five Stars
Arising, Home and One People, One
Nation, One Singapore to the audience
who turned up great numbers to
support our pupils.
It was a very enriching experience
for our Brass Band members and we
definitely look forward to more of
such collaborations.

The awesome combined Fuchun Brass Band and NIE Winds!

P6 Learning Journey to “Reflections
at Bukit Chandu”

Pupils posing with a
soldier from the
Malay Regiment

“I hear and I forget. I see and I remember.” Indeed, learning is made
richer and more meaningful for the Primary 6 pupils on their recent
visit to “Reflections at Bukit Chandu”. Aimed at extending what they
had read in the STELLAR unit “Death Before Dishonour”, the pupils
gained a deeper understanding of the events which led to the Battle
at Bukit Chandu. Activities focussing on National Education and
Social Studies were integrated into the authentic learning experience.
Electronic tablets were used to capture the pupils’ learning.

Schools Digital Media Awards Competition
(SDMA) 2015

Our heartiest congratulations to our team of budding actors, directors, script writers and video editors! For their
creative video entry titled “Silence Breaker”, the pupils were presented with the Silver Award in the competition
held at the end of last year! Organised by the Educational Technology Division, Ministry of Education, and the School
of Film and Media Studies, Ngee Ann Polytechnic, the national competition attracted a total of 393 student entries.
Participating in this competition has been a truly
rewarding experience for our pupils as they learnt to
harness technology to encourage their peers to use
technology responsibly to make a positive difference
in the lives of others.
To view the pupils’ video entry, simply visit the SDMA
website at http://sdma.moe.edu.sg/

The winning team with Mr Teo Seng Teck, our Vice-Principal and their teacher
facilitators (Mrs Ng-Lee Wen Yen & Mr Joshua Leng) at the Schools Digital
Media Awards (SDMA) 2015 presentation ceremony held at MOE.
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Relax, Revive and Rejuvenate
The staff in Fuchun Primary believes in the saying “A family that plays together, stays together”. During Contact Time,
we engage in activities to unwind, refresh, revitalise as well as synergise. While enjoying the camaraderie, the activities
are a good opportunity for
us to learn something new.
One such activity recently
conducted was adapted from
the Spontaneous Round of
the ‘Odyssey of the Mind’
Competition. It certainly
challenged our creativity and
helped develop divergent
thinking. We are looking
“Out of the blue, the orange flashing light of the
forward to more fun and
ambulance could be seen from my rear view mirror…”
Tickled by our very own ‘colourful’ story!
Wow! What a creative and ‘colourful’ sentence!
games in Semester 2!

Bundles of Joy

Ehsan Yusuf Bin Abdul Halim
Mdm Hairani’s prince

Zara Aroha Bte Burhikam
Mdm Nurul Aini’s princess

Muhd Nadir Bin Naseer
Mdm Rubiah’s prince

Welcome to our Fuchun Family!
Mr Teo Seng Teck (VP/Academic)
Mrs Azlina Shareen
Mr Daniel Tay Xiong Sheng
Mrs Jasmeet Kaur
Mr Kanakarajh Raman
Mrs Lynn Yap
Mdm Nurul Aini Bte Mohamad Nor
Mrs Pang Mei Zhu

Ms Qian Siya
Ms Sakuthala Rajamohan
Mdm Shona Lim Bee Eng
Mr Sim Ming Quan Marcus
Mr Zhao Fan
Ms Lim Che Ka (AED/LBS)
Mr Mohamad Azlan Bin Kamim (TA)

Editorial Team
Advisors:
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